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JUDGMENT

t1l BYER J,: This claim was commenced by way of Fixed Date Claim form filed on

the l3rhday of July 2012, amended on the 5t¡ May 2015 and re-amended on the

20mNovember 2015 for Judicial Review against the decision of the

and



12)

Telecommunications Regulatory Commission ("the TRC") dated lst June 2012.

The Claimant sought the following relÍef:

i. a Declaration that the Respondent acted ultra vlres the

Telecommunicalions Act, 2006 ("the Act') in making the decision set

out in its notice dated 1 June 2012 relating to the investigations into

the practices of Digicel (BVl) and LIME (BVl) as regards calls made

from the British Virgin lslands (the "BVl') to other islands within the

Caribbean region ("the Decision");

ii. Judicial Review, specifically an Order ol Certiorari, quashing the

Decision;

iii. Such other relief as the Court deems fit; and

iv. Cost$,

The Claímant sought lhe Court's intervention on six gruunds set out in the

Claimant's Re-Amended Fixed Date Claim fonn under the broad heads of uftra

vires/illegality (set out in Grounds 11(a)-(e)) and failure to take into account

relevant consideration and or inationality (Ground 13),

The sole issues for the Courl to determine were whether the Respondent's

decision was indeed unlawful on the basis of the arguments proffered by the

Claimant.

After careful consideration of the vigorously argued submissions of both Learned

Counsels and the evidence that was led before the Court, the Court finds that the

Respondent's decision was u/fra ylres the Act which warrants the setting aside of

the decision. As such the remedies sought are granted. The findings of this

decision are set out below,

t3l

t41
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lntroduction

þ1 The Claimant, LIME (BVl), is a company incorporated under the laws of the British

Virgin lslands (.BVl") and was, at all material times, the holder of a licence under

the Act for the operation of a telecommunications netvuork, providing

telecommunications services in the BVl. The Claimant operates under the

umbrella of the Cable & Wireless Communications plc, whom have a regional

presence in the Caribbean,l

The Respondent is a regulatory body establiehed under the provisions of the Act.

Its functions are set out in section 6, and include being responsible for the

regulation of licensees and for ensuring fair competition among licensees and all

other Operators of telecommunications networks or providers Of

telecommunications services in the BVl.

The genesis of ihese proceedings stemmed from a written complaint by Caribbean

Ceflular Telephone Limited ("CCTI dated 14t¡ July 2009, CCT claimed that the

Claimant (by certain "All Talk Calling Plans") was charging average retail prices to

its mobile customers for calls to LIME afüliates in other Caribbean jurisdictions

which were below ihe whofesale charges available to CCT from those LIME

mobíle network operators.

CCT claimed that this severely impacted the viability of their business and in

êssence handicapped their ability to effectively compete with regard

toimplementing competitive pricing with the Respondent,

1 $ee Sanction Notice Annex 2 at page 28 paragraph 3.

t6l

t7l

181
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tel The Respondent extensively investigated the matter, The Claimant was able to

present its case at an oral hearing and through wriilen representations.2After

considering the Claimant's submissions, the recommendation of the investigation

team and with the benefit of extemal and independent legaland economic advice,

the Board of the Respondent issued their Decision (including $upplement as lndex

1)on 1sUune2012,

I10l Based on lhe findings of the Respondent's investigation they found that the

Claimant's All Talk Calling Plans imposed a margin squeeze on thelr fellow

competitor CCT during the period January 2009 to August 2010 which, had it

continued, woutd likely have had anti-competitive effects contrary to the public

interest and would have been detrimental to consumers in the BVI in the long

term.3 The Respondent took enforbement action against the Claimant on the basis

of sections 6(d)a and 75(l)(a)(iii) of ihe Act, Further the Respondent requested

that the Claimant desisl from re-offering Ín the BVI the AllTalk Calling Plans to the

extent that they contributed to the margin squeeze identified in the Decision, and

fined the Claimant the sum of USD$493,665 by reason of its anti-competÍtive

conduct pursuant to seclions 7S(2)(g) and 75(2)(b) respectively.s

2 See the Decision paragraph 4. The TRC gave LÍME (BVl) notice of its concerns in Sanction Notices dated

17tt June 2011and 4ttr October 2011. LIME {BVl}responded by letterdated 1thAugust2011 and 14n

October 2011 respectively. LIME (BVl) had an oral hearing before lhe Board of the TRC on 15u' August

2011,
s Telecommunications Regulatory Commisslon, Decision regarding LIME BVI LIMITED's anti'competiÜve

behaviour relating to mobile voice calls to specific Caribbean destinations (The Decision'); paragraph 5r

Certificate of Exhibit lo Affidavit of Sean Augusteliled on 26n June, 2012, page 1.
4 Section 6(d) of the Act provides that:
"lfie Commission shall.,.be responsrble for lhe regulation of /ícensees and aulhorizatlon ho/ders and for

ensuring fair conpetition among licensees and all other operators of telecommunicalions nelworks or
providers of telecommunicafions seruices".
sThe Decision, paragraph 6.
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tl1l The Respondent in applying section 75(lXa)(i¡¡) found that carrying on "busíness

in a manner that is detrimentat to the pubt'rc ínterest including in an antl'

competitive manner''included participating in a "margin squeeze". The

Respondent in their Decision adopted the Organisalion of Economic Cooperation

and Development ('OECD') definilion of a "margin squeeze" which is defined as

follows:

,,a margin squeezê occurs when there is sucå a nanow margin

between an integrated províder's price for sellng essenfial Ínputs fo

a riva! and its downstream price that the rtvil cannot suruivø or

effectivety compete. A margin sqpeeze can arise only when (a) an

upstream firm produceg ar input før which there are no good

economtusubstífufes, (b) the upsfream firm sells thatinputto one or

more downsfream firms and (c) the upstream firm also directly

compete in thatdownsfream marketagatnsf fñose firms",

l12l ln investigating whether a margin squeeze existed, the Respondent adopted a well

established margin .squeeze test in economics known as 'the equally efficient

operator test". On this test, the Respondent found that there was a maçin

squeeze for the relevant períod between the relevant average retail price paid by

the Claimant's customers to make calls to other LIME affiliate numbers (fixed and

mobile) in the Caribbean ($0.03pm) and the average wholesale price charged to

the Glaimant to terininate calls to other LIME affiliates in the Caribbean

{$0.16apm) and other LIME affiliate lix numbers in the Caribbean ($0.0865).

Thus, the wholesale charge for termination was over five times the retail price lo

make the call to the terminating mobile network and nearly three times the retail

prices to make the call to the terminating fixed network.

t13l On the basis of the facts set out in the Decision, the Claimant was found to have

incurred average monthly losses of ($28,905) for the relevant period, The margin

squeeze was found to have ceased when the Claimant began to earn low but
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positive revenues on these calls after August 2010. The Respondent found that

the efiect ol this conduct would have had significant commercial implications for

CCT because CCT's ability to offer a comparable Caribbean plan meant that it

could not compete on the broader market for mobile subscription in the BVI on an

equal basis with the ResPondent.

t14l The Respondent found that "confínuation of the margin squeeze may bø

expecfed to contribufe to CCI's dectlning market såare of subscribers'

fatting prepaid suþscribers, fallÍng prepaid revenuês and increasing

losses,..Oye r time, it ís realistic fo suppose that ACT would be forced to exit

the market ar would þe aþsorbed into a competitor's operations,leaving lwo

mohite network operafors in the BVt marketlThe Respondent further found

that competition and ultimately consumers would be harmed by the reduction of

the number of competitors in the market.

t15l On 26 June 2012, lhe Claimant applied by exparte Notice of Application to the

Court for leave to apply for judicial review of the Decision. At a without notice

hearing on 28 June 2012, the Claimant obtained leave to apply for judicial review

on atl grounds and a declaration that the grant of leave to make a claim for judicial

review would operate as a stay of the Decision.e

t16! The Claimant through their own conduct experienced some delay in bringing their

mattor to trial. There were notably instances of breaches of the Civil Procedure

Rules by the Claimant, Ellis J in her judgment dated I August 2013 (on the

Commission's application to set aside the grant of leave and the stay), found that

the Claimant deliberately failed in its duty of full and frank disclosure and its duty of

o Originalgrounds of judicial review were subsequently amended in Amended Fixed Date Claim fom filêd 5th

June, 2015 and the Re-Amended Fixed Date Claim Fonn filed 20th November, 201 5.
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candour to the Court and set aside lhe slay (save in respect of the penalty which

directed the Claimant to pay the Respondent's fine of USD$ 493,665 within 30

days),2 Ellis J set aside but re-granted leave because lhe learned judge found that

the grounds of review were arguable and there was a public interest in hearing the

case, Costs of the application were reserved to the substantive hearing.

t17l The trial of the matter was heard on 14 and 15 December 2015, lssues of cosls

were reserved untit after the determination of the substantive hearing.

lssues to be Decided

tlSl The parties by the Statement of Agreed Facts and lssues filed the 17t¡ November

2015 agreed the issues for the Court to decide are confined to:

a, Whether, in making the Decision, the Respondent acted ulfra vlres in

respect to grounds 11(a)- 11(e) set out in the Claimant's Re'Amended

Fixed Date Claim form; as follows:

a) ex ante/exposf regulation

b) no determination of anti-competitive behaviour

c) past conduct

d) conduct/persons outside the BVI

e) failure to follow correct regulatory process

b. Whether, in making the Decision, the Respondent failed to take into

account relevant considerations and/or acted irrationally in respect to

ground 13 set out in the Claimant's Re-Amended Fixed Date Claim form

as set out hereunder.

i0able & Wireless BVI Li BVIHCVI79/2012 at

paragraphs 92-94.
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The TRC failed to consider properly or at all the following

elements which were essential to establish the alleged

anti-competitive margin squeeze: market definition,

dominance; exclusionary effect; recoupment.

Couñ's Analysis and Finding

t19l The Claimant has levied a number of criticisms against the Respondent for what

can be described as breaches in the application of section 75(1Xafi¡ii) and failings

in respect to its determination of the alleged margin squeeze, The case at bar

largely turns on statutory interpreiation, a chief focus beingthe consideration of the

conditions in which section 75(lXaXiii) can orcannot be engaged with regard to

the complained of behaviour,

t20l lt of course cannot be disputed that the Respondent as the BVI's

telecommunications regulator has a legal obligation to give effect to the statute. lt

must dealwith its powers, duties, both mandatory and discretionary in accordance

with the principles offairness. lf the Respondent has failed to do so the Decision

would be rendered unlavuful and the Court would thereby have grounds to

intervene,

l21j lt must be noted that the purpose and scope of judicial review is well established

lJ! the Application of Jules Bernardslbrahim JA stated:

"The remedy of judicial review is concerned with reviewing not
the meríts of the decision in respect of which the applicatíon for
judicial review is made but the decisíon process ifself. 'tt ,s
important to remember that in every case fhaf the purpose fof
the remedy of judicial reviewlís to ensure that the individual ís

glven fair treatment by the authority to whích it has þeen

I

s Civil Appeal No 13 of 1993 Trinidad and Tobago.



subjecfed and thatif is no part of ffiaf purpose fo substitute tfie

opinion ol the judicíary or of individual Judges for that of the

authority constifuted by law to decide the matter In

questron.'(Chíef Consfab ta of North Wales Police v Evans ff 982l

I WLR 1155 at p 1160)."

f22l The onus is therefore on the Çlaimant, In judicial review proceedings, to prove its

case that the Respondent's decision is unlavuful on the basis of the evidence

before the Court and not for the Respondenl to do so.sThe Court in turn must

exercise its jurisdiction in light of the applicable legal principles of such a review.1o

t23l Further it must also be firmly in the forefront of the Court's and the parties' mind

that judicial review remedies are discretionary. The Court may in its discretion

refuse to intervene to gnant a remedy even if the Applicant can prove unlavuful

adminisiration,ltlt is with these principles in mind this Court must address its mind

to the case at bar.

l24l lt was indeed with interest that this Courl was reminded with regularity of the

decision of this Court in the case o'Í Disicel BVI v Telecommunications

Renutatorv Commissioll2to either support or distinguish their subrnissions, Ïhe

D.isicef proceedingsarose from a similar complaint levied by CCT on the impact of

the Caribbean calting plans that had been introduced to the BVI by Digicel with

regard to theír inability to compete with the same in the local market. ln that

matter the Respondent also found lhat Digicel had acted in a manner that was anti

competitive and required them like the Claimant herein to discontinue the plan and

fined for the complained of behaviour.

g Gary Netsôn para 124 citing Michael Fordham in the texl Judicial Review Handbook, at page 428,

paragraph 42.1.
t0 Rawllns J,A in the Huoh Wild$Ên and The Judicialand Legal Services Çommission of The Eâstern

CadÞþea¡ Slates- Civíl Appeal No, I of 2006,

4n tne nopl@ívil Appeal No 115 of 2003 Trinidad and Tobagoas perNelson JA.

tz Clalm No BVIHC 214 o12012.
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t25l Learned Counsel for the Claimant asked this Court however despite raising

relatively similar complaints with regard to lhe Respondent's response to the

Claimant's complained ofbehaviour, invited this Court to look at the matter with

fresh eyes,

t26l lndeed it is appreciated by this Court thatDroce/is pensuasive rather than binding

authority on this court.Accordingly this Court states categorically that it will not be

bound by the terms of the Disice,iudgment unless it is in agreement with the

analysis and considerations contained therein and will address the matters at hand

as raised by the Claimant in the case at bar afresh,

l27l Counsel on both sides presented several points of arguments in regard to the

issues as agreed between the parties therefore this Court's analysis will address

those in turn,For ease of reference therefore this Court will consider the grounds

as they were pleaded in the Fixed Date Claim Form,

Grounds l1(alEx antelex posf req.qJation, (blno prior determination of ant¡-comÞetitive

beh-evipu randlefail u re to follow co rrect reu u latory o ro cess

tzgl As a matter of convenienæ, lwill deal wilh grounds 11(a), (b) and (e) together

although Counsel for the Claimant requested that they be dealt with separately lhis

Court finds that they are in fact intenelated. However, the Couft appreciates that

these are separate grounds of judicial review and have been considered by the

Court as such,

t29l The central argument advanced by the Claimant under these grounds is that the

Respondent is only empowered by the Act to take regulatory action against a
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licensee/authorization holder for anti-competitive behaviour pursuant to sections

26 and/or 29 of the Act.

t30l The Respondent made a conscious decision not to apply section 26 and/or section

2g for the purpose of lheir ex posf investigation or for enforcement action as they

determined it was not necessary to do so,lslnstead the Respondent opted to take

enforcement action pursuant to section 75(1XaXili).

t31l The Claimant argued that this decision was ultra vires on the basis that:

i. the Act imposes ex anfe regulation (forward looking controls) which the

Respondent breached by pursuing an ex posf regulation process;

íi. a determination of dominance must first be carried out pursuant to section

26 inctuding a public consultation in order to make a finding of anti-

competitíve behaviour; and

iii. aclear procedure for a finding of anti-competitivebehaviour is set out in

section 26 and or section 29 which the Respondent failed to follow.

t32] lt is agreed that the Act is the only means by which the Respondent can act. Lord

Diplock in Council of Civil Service .llnjgns-lltlinister fo¡ Civil ServÍcltr4stated

thal the decision maker "must understand correctly the law that regulates his

decision-makíng power and musf give effect to ít." The Respondent as the

Tenitory's telecommunications regulator is charged with enforcement of the

legislation. Essential to this role is the interpretation of the empowering statue and

âny other relevant inskument that impacts upon its stalutory function and duties,

The Court is asked to determine whether the Respondent exceeded its legat

13 Sanctlon Notice paragraph2.11
ra¡tgg5l Ac 374.
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power 0r author¡ty conferred by the Act,This determination hinges on lhe

construction of the Act itself,The question then follows what is the purpose of

sections 26,29 and 75(1)(a)(iii) within the context of the Act,

t33l Section 26(3) of the Act empowers the Respondent to determine a public supplier

dominant with respect to a relevant market. lt states:

the Commission may determine that a public supplier is

domínant with respect to a telecommunications network or a
telecommunications seryice where, indivÍdually or iointly wí'th

ofhers, it enjoys a posiúion of economie strength attording it the
potner fo beåave to an appreciable ertent índependently of
competîtors and users and, for sucå determination, fhe

Commisslon shall take ínto account thø followìng factors:

a) the relevant market;
b) technology and markettrends;
c) the markøtshare of the public supplier;
d) the power of the puhlÎc supplíer to introduce and suslain a

material price increase índependently of competitors;
e) the døgree of differentiatlon among nefworks andselvices in the

market; and
f) any other matters thatthe Commíssíon deems relevant

t34l Section 26(6) provides that before such finding of dominance may be made for the

purposes of section 26, the Commission must conduct infer alia a public

consultation,

t35l Section 26(4) of the Act provides that where the Commission determines that a

public supplier is dominant in any market, it shall include additional terms and

conditions in the licence"for the purpose of regulating lariffs, protecting the

ínterest of users and othør lÍcensees including the provision of adequate

lacitities and interconnection and access sen¡ices, and of ensuríng fair

competition among ficensees as if considers appropriaß,"

12



136l Section 29(2) of the Act provides that "[t]fre Commission may establish prtce

regulatíon regímes to promote efticiency and susfaínahle competitíon and

maximÍze consumer benefits, which såalt be specified in fhe

Telecommunications CodA for setting, revîewing and approvÍng prÍces".

These are limited to the c¡rcumstances specified in section 29(2)(a) to (c), which

include "anfi-comp etitive pricing or acfs of unfaír competition",

[37] Section 75(t)(a)(iii) provides that

"The Commíssion may take enfarcementaction againsta licenseE or
authorization hotder if,...(a) in the opiníon oî the commr'ssio4 fåe

líceflsee or authorization holder:...ûr) is carrying on or is lilrefy fo

carry on business ln a manner that is detrimental to the puhlic

inúeres[ inctuding an antí-competitive manner, or detrimental to låe

inúeresf of elíenß, credifors or inuesfors.,, "

t38l The legal authorities are quite clear that where the words of the statute are plain

and unambiguous the Court is bound to construe them in their ordinary sense,

even though it may lead to an absurdity or manifest iniustice'ts

t39] The foundation of the Claimant's ultra vires submissions is lhe assertion that the

Act sets out an ex ante regulatory regime by virtue of section 26, This

interpretation of the Act runs through further submissions advanced by the

Claimant to this Court, Certainly, Counsel for the Claimant flagged the ex anfe

submission as a main point of distinction between the arguments raised in

theÐlglcelcase and those in the present case.16 0n the Claimants case this is a

key point and in their submission is the only conect manner in which the statute

could be interpreted to give lrue meaning to the Act as a whole,

'sSee: 
Abley v D¡le,f 18.[1] Jarvis CJ.

16 Claimanl's written submissions paragraph 41
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t40l Counsel for the Claimant emphasized that the Act must thereforebe appreciated

as ex anfe legislation which does not provide for anex posfregime.

t41l The Claimant submitted that if the legislature intended the Act lo create an ex post

regime it would have most likely have made specific pnrvision for that. They

sought to rely on the manner in which other jurisdictions including the United

Kingdom and the European Union had done so by either specific wording using

express language prohibiting anti competitive behaviour, defining it and imposing a

clear process to address it or by separate pieces of legislation for this

submission.rzThe Claimant argued that it is therefore clear that the Legislators

only intended that there would be regulation of future or cunent behavior of the

providers for which the Respondents would be responsible and that section 75

(l XaXiii) makes that clear by the very tense that is used within its terms,

l42l Fuñher, the Claimanl advanced the position that the Respondent by using section

75(l}(aXi¡i) in this manner sought to impose ex posf regulation where it did not

exist, in their words "through fhe back door",

I43l lf anti-competitive conduct is not de{ined from the outset, the Claimant submitted,

then this must constitute a breach of naturaljustice. The licensee would have no

means to know what actions would constitute a breach and the Respondent could

from one day to the next, one situation to the next address offending behavior as

they saw fit.

l44I Following from this ex ante argument the Claimant asserted that the Respondent

therefore had wrongly applied section 75(l)(aXii¡) of the Act. The Claímant

maintained their position that sections 26 and/or section 29 were the appropriate

17 See: Article 102 of lhe Trealy on the Functioning of the European Union ("TFEU"); Sect¡on 18 of the

Competltion Act 1998 (UK); section 18 of the Jamaican Fair Trading Commission Staff Qpinion an the

Qompelltive Dynanics af CallTorninatlon Provision of 23 June 2010.
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sections to be applied with their clearly mandated procedure. They further

submitted, that any reliance on section 75(1)(aXi¡i) had to have been dependent

on sections 26 andlor section 29, that is, these sections have to be read together,

ln other words "anti-compefffiye" conduct has to be delined, determined and

regulated pursuant to sections 26 and/or 29, lt was pellucid they argued to this

Court, that the reference to anti-competitive behaviour in æction 75(l)(aXiii) had

to therefore be based on an initial substantive determination under section 26.

t45l Despite the Claimant's cogent arguments, in this regard the Court does not find

favour with this argument as proffered.lndeed in this Court's mind, the language of

the provisions does not support the interpretation being pressed by the Claimant;

the words are clear and unambiguous.

t46l lt is clear to {his Court that the use of ex anfe regulation under section 26 is

specific to a fìnding of dominance. lt Ís also clear that it b in the Respondent's

discretion as to whether a finding of dominance is necessary. lf a finding of

dominance is so necessary for the purposes of section 26 then it is mandatory to

follow the procedure set out.

t47l The Claimant's reliance on the Telecommunication Regulatory CommisEion

Virgin lslands' Market Review,final staternent ol 2 December 2010,

asevidence that the legislature intended an ex anfe regimedid assist the

submission that the inherent intention of the tegislature was to create a regime of

ex ante regulation, Thusin particular the TRC Market Analysis Repofi statedwith

reference to the powers under section 26 lhat "whêre ffie IRC finds a public

supplier dominant, it is empowered by the Actto apply êx ante rêgulat¡on."1a

18 Page 3paragraph2,2.
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What is gleaned from the wording of the report and the wording of the Act itself, is

that the purpose of section 26 and 29 is to promote competition in the BVI

telecommunications sector through forward - looking controls. This is an entirely

different function from enabling enforcement action.

l4gl ln the present terms of the Act it is not possible to breach sections 26 and or 29,

Section 75 of the Act is the only section that makes provision for enforcement. lf

the Respondent determines that any of the provisions of section 75(1) are

breached then they may take enforcemenl action pursuant to section 75(2)' This

Court therefore finds that there is no connection expressly or impliedly between

' sections 75(1)(a)(iíi) or sections 26 and 29.

t4gl lt therefore follows that there is no obligation for the Respondent to engage

sections 26 and 29 in their application of section Z5(1)(a)(iii). Section 75(lXaXiii)

is a free-standing enforcement provision, which allows the Respondent to make an

independent determinâtÍon of anti-competitivebehaviourin acærdance to the

standards and meaning ascribed to it within üre industry.The fact that there is no

mandatory reguirement or no reference to a finding of anti-competitivebehaviour

via section 26 and 29 in section 75(lXaXiii) the Court can only infer that there was

no intention of the legislature to make the sections interdependent. One must loolt

at the statutory construction in its entirety and not in isolation,

t50l The legislature has given the Respondent the opfÍon to impose ex ante regulation

in respect to their duty to encourage fair competition in the BVl. ln doing so it has

not restrained the Respondent to strict ex anfe regulation in all respects of their

duties and functions.

t5ll This Court is therefore of the opinion that the Respondent did not have to rely on

the procedures set down as a matter of strict adherence, on the terms of sections

16



26 and 29, there being no necessity to invoke those procedures in order to

consider whether enforcement action was applicable in any onefact scenario.The

Court therefore finds that there was no need to consider the provisions of sections

26 and 29 in a consideration of section 75(1)(a)(iii).However what the Court must

now consider is whether in the fact scenario of this case and as argued before it,

whether in fact having determined sections 26 and 29 procedure for enforcement

ordinarily under section 75(1)(a)(iii) were not applicable whether the Respondent

was however entitled to rely on section 75(lXa[iii) to undertake the regulation of

past conduct of the Claimant,

Ground 1 1 (c) : Pastjo¿duct

t52l Leamed Counsel for the Claimant, contended that the Respondent's Decision is

an unlawful attempt to take enforcement against past conduct when the Act only

empowers the Respondent to take enforcement against present and future

conduct. Therefore it is ultra vires the Act.

t53] Section 75(lXaXiii) states that enforcement aclion can be taken against a licensee

who "is carrvíng on or is likelv ta car¡v onbusiness defiìnental to the public

lnterest, inctuding in an antí'competitive manner,,,",( Emphasis mine) lt is

clear from the words and text of the Decision that it is limited to the Claimant's

"conduct which took place between January 2009 and Áugusf 2010'1 which

"conduct has now ceased'. TheDecision identified this as the relevant period to

which the margin squeeze occuned and to which the Decision applied.

t54l The Claimant asserted that the words of section 75(lXaXi¡i) must be read in their

strict sense as they reflect the legislature's deliberate intent to only cover present

17



and future conduct, thus the use of present and future tense, The Claimant urged

that the wording of the Act is clear and must be construed in its plain meanÍng'

tSSl The Respondent in their rebuttal made three substantial points. Firstly, the

Respondent argued ihat the Claimant's strict literal interpretation is inconsistent

with the purpose of the section i5(1)(a)(iii) and cannot be what the legislature

intended. The Respondent sought to argue that any suggestion thal the section

cannot cover past conduct served to limil its enforcement power and would

frustrate the inteniion of the legislation,

t56l Secondly, the Respondent maintained that section 75(l)(a[iii) is the only

appropriate provision for the breach and it provides for the regulation of anti

competitive conduct without the necessity of engaging the process provided under

sections 26 and 2g.Further the Respondent argued the Claimant's interpretation

would lead to absurd consequences. ln ihat presently, entities who committed the

wrong doing could escape punishment if they curtailed the conduct before the

issuance of any decision. This they argued, would make a mockery of the entire

system if past conduct that had already amounted to driving competitors from the

market could not be adequately punished.

t57l Lastly, the Respondent claimed in the afternative the section 
-is 

capable of

covering future conduct, That being said they submitted to this Court that the

Decision made a finding that by the very nature of the anti-competitive conduct

complained of, it was entirely susceptible to being revived at any time,as the

margin squeeze as identified by the Respondent is dependent on costs and

revenues. The Respondent in fact suggested there was a possibility that the

conduct had already revived since the Decision.
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t58l lt would appear to this Court that this entire issue revolves around the grammatical

meaning as opposed to legal meaning of the context of the Act.

l59l Bennion on $tatutory lnterpretation 5tt' ed. states:

"The starting point În statutory interpretatiøn musf always be thø

ordinary |inguistic meaning of the worde used, legaf consíderafions
apart, this meanìng may be clear, amåiguous or ohscttre,"le

160l ln this coniext there is no ambiguity with the words used. The Respondent has not

argued that there is any ambiguity present in the wording of section 75(1XaX¡i¡),

The words as read are indeed clear and speak exclusively in the present and

future tense. ln contrast the Claimant pointed out that section 75(1)(a)(i) of the

statue is written in past tense this is to say that if the legislature intended the pasÌ

conduct to be included they could have expressly provided for the sâme.

t61l The Respondent argued, and lhe Court accepls, that there are instances in

common law jurisdictions were tenses have been interpreted to cover more than

the obvious period. The Respondent relied on section 18 of the UK Competition

Act and section 2 of the US Sherman Act to illustrate this point. Both sections

were drafted in present tense but as argued by the Respondent, are deemed to

cover past conduct as well.

t62l $ection 18 of the UK Competition Act 1998 (which prohibits abuse of dominanæ)

provides that ", ..any conduct on ffie part of onê ør mord undertakings which

amounts to the abuse ol a domínant posiüon in a market is prohibited ¡l it

may affect trade wÍthín the United Kingdom",

topage 444.
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t03l While section 2 of the US Sherman Act provides that "evety person who shall

monopolize, ar attempt to monopolize, or eombine or conspire With any

other person ot pêrsons, fo monopolize any part of the trade or commerce

among fåe seyeral Sfâfes, or with foreign nafions, slrall äe deemed guilty ol

a felony",

t641 Further the Respondent relied on the case of Pernod Sicard SA, and anofher v

gffice of Fair Tradinszoto support their argument, ln that cäse the Competition

Appeal Tribunal held that the words 'Is or'' where to be implied immediately before

the words "has been'2rfor the purposesof section 46(3)(a) and (b) of the UK's

Competition Act 1998, The Court held:

" .,.we think it would be artificial to construe the words "has been"

in section a6(3)of the Act in a nanow literal sen$e, so as strictly to

limit the OFT's powers, and the rights of appeal to the Ttibunal, only
to matters arising in the past. Parliament, we think, must be

presumed to have known that cases of the kind referred to above

would be likely to ocçur, not least because that is and always has

been commonplace of the existing system under Communi$ law on

which the 1998 Act is modeled."

t65l While ihis case certainly demonstrates a more generous finding by the Court it is

not conclusive of the BVI's legaf position, The only real consideration for this

Court, looking at the facts of the case and the context of the Act at hand, ís vuhat is

the meaning of section 75(1)(a)(iii).This also requires the Court to ask what the

legislative intention here was. The Court can only ænclude that the legislative

intention was clearly to cover present and future conduct.lt does not in this Court's

opinion lend itself to an over generous reading to cover past conduct.

20 
[20041 CAT 10 (10 June 2004)

rt Supra paragraph 185.
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t66l The Court therefore is in agreement with the Claimants submission that the

Decision was and could only have been limited solely to offending conduct which

ceased before the Decision was issued. Any reference to revival of the conduct is

irrelevant as a result, in fact the Respondent by their own admission made it clear

that lhere is no evidence of the anti-competitive margin squeeze after August

ZCI10.zlAny suggestion that the rnargin squeeze may have still been alive is

therefore inappropriate and cannot be made without the benefit of anindependent

investigation into the matter.

167l The Court has nothing to do with whether the legislature by the use of its words

has committed an absurdity. ln cases where onthe wording of the Act alternative

interpretations are possible, if one interpretatlon leads to an absurdity and the

other does not, the Court will conclude the legislature did not intend the absurdity

and adopt the other interpretation.23 This is not the case here.

t68l The provisions of the Act have to be read in its clear meaning. lt is not open to

the Respondent to read into the statute as a matter of convenience what is not

there, The Court can certainly understand the difficulty of the regulator in this

position as it does leave the Respondent in a somewhat weakened position with

regard to the reach of its enforcement powers. However, the remedy for this is

legislative amendment and not excessive statutory interpretation. lt is not the

place of the Respondent to do so and it certainly is not the role of the Court,

particularly in judicial review proceedings io exceed the confines of the statute.

169l Thus as stated by Byron CJ as he then was in the case ol The Attorney Geapnl

v Barbuda Council2qadopting the words of Sir Vincent Floissac in Charles

22 See paragraph 39 of Decision.
asR v Citv of LondoD Court Judoe & Paynetl 8921 CA.
zr CivilAppeal No. 7/2001 ât para 10
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Savarin v John Witliams2s it was clear that in the rules of statutory interpretation

it is necessary that ',.,,the interpretation af every word or phrase af a statutory

prour'sion is derived from the /egís/ative intention in regard to the meaning which

the word or phrase sftou/d bear. That /egislafive intentíon is an inference drawn

from the primary meaning of the word or phrase with such modifications fo fñaf as

may be necessa/y to make it concordant with the statufoty confexf. /n fñrs regard

the statutory context cOrnprrses every woñ or phrase used in tho statute, all

imptications therefrom and all relevant sunounding cîrcumstances which may

properly be regarded as indications of fhe legislative intention'

t70l ln the case at bar I have to therefore agree with the submissions of the Claimant

that generally the tenor of the Act lends itself to ex anfe regulation of operators,

Even though lhis Court found that there was no need to rely or invoke those

provisions before the utilization of the enforcement provisions, it is in agreement

that those provísions in sections 26 and 29 set out procedure where ox ante

regulatory action is contemplated.

l71l That being said, the Court is of the opinion that the Respondent has thus

exceeded its statutory powers in seeking to use this provision to enforce against

past conduct and I find that the Respondent in this regard acted u/fra vrres the

Act.l therefore find that the Claimant is successful on this ground and this action of

the Respondent wanants the Decision being set asíde.

Ground 1 1(d):Persons outside the iurisdiction

l72l The Claimant also challenged the Respondent on the ground that the Respondent

acted ulfra vires iis powers under the Act in it wrongly purported to take

enforcement action against the Claimant for acting in an'anticompetitive mannef'

25 
¡1995151 WtR 75.at 79
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under section 75(l[aXii¡) on the basis of an alleged margin squeeze involving

upstream conduct (i.e. the provision of termination services for calls on the

networks of LIME affiliates elsewhere in the Caribbean) which took place outside

BVI andlor was engâged in by persons outside the BVl.

t73l The crux of the Claimant's argument was that there was no conduct that was

perpetrated by LIME BVI that warranted the finding of their having created a

margin squeeze that amounted to anti competitive behaviour.

V4l The Claimants submitted that in order for a margin sgueeze to be created it was

required that there must be the existence of an integrated provider who

participates in the upstream market {the provision of the wholesale prices that are

available for all providers who need to buy call termination on that network) and

also in the downstream market or the retail market for those mobile services.

t75l The Claimants submitted that the Respondent had no legal basis to seek to

penalize LIME BVI for acts of an afüliate lhat was based outside of the jurisdiction,

It was in fact these affiliates that were responsible for the setting of the prices in

the whole sale or upstream market, not LIME BVl.

t76l There can be no dispute that the Respondent under the tenets of the Act are only

empowered to regulate and take enforcement action against its licensees and

authorization holders under the Act, Therefore by natural extension this

jurisdiction does not and cannot extend to entítiee outside this scope,
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l77l 'The Respondent's decision clearly stated that only the Claimant's conduct was

relevant to the Decision,26 ln paragraph 2 of the Decision, the Respondent

identified the "relevant conduct" as follows:

"LIME BVI charged average røtail prices fo ttç customers lor ealls to

uirtE affiliate (mobile network operators or "MNO9") ín other

Carlbbean jurisdíctíons which were below the wholesale chargøs

avaìtable to iß compeütor in the BVl, Caribbean Cellular Telephone

Limited ('CCT'), for the termÍnation ol lhose calls on táose affiliates'

netvitorks,"

tTSl However,it âppeârs that the Respondent in coming to their findings took the action

of the affiliates of LIME BVI that actually set the wholesale prices, into account to

come to the determination that the Claimants by their actions had created a

margin squeeze, By its very definition margin squeeze as delined by the OECD

and relied on by the Respondent required an integrated provider, lhat is, a

provider who participated in the upstream or whole sale market and also in the

downstream or retail market. However it was clear that the Claimant only set the

retail price and their affiliates set the wholesale price,2i Therefore an essential

element of lhe margin squeeze has not been made out, Moreover, the entirety of

the necessary conduct was not within the Respondent's jurisdiction.

tTgl The Respondent in their decision claimed that the Claimant "sold to CCT

wholesale termÍnation seruíces on ifs aÍfìliates' networks on behalf of fñose

neMotks" za The Claimant asserted that they acted as an agent for their

affiliates,but they argued that this business arrangement was not sufücient

grounds for the Respondent to take enforcement action against them in this

aeparagraph 25.
z¡See'Affidavitof Denick Nelson liled on Zno Decembe¡2015, paragraph ll "...CanierSepicessetthe
Wholesale Rate, but L\ME (BVl)ssfs ifs own rstaíl rates. Carrier Ss rvices hesno input lnto lhe
decísions madeconcernlngratailpricssfocusloÍners."AlsoparagraphslSandl4,
2sParagraph 25.
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respect, The Claimant further asserted that the Respondent have

mischaracterized the relationship. The Respondent had therefore applied an enor

of factwhich rendered the Decision unlavvful.

t80l The Respondentacknowledged that they were authorized to look at the actions of

the Claimant only for the purposes of enforcement action, The Respondent

submitted that the Decision was based on the conduct of the Claimant as they set

out in paragraph 2 of the Decision. The Respondent's findings therefore seemed

to have been based on a deiermination that the conduct of the Claimant amounted

to being anti competitive by virtue of their retail price fixing.

l8ll The Respondentcategorically denied that the Decision was therefore intended to

be binding on any other entity than LIME BVI but admitted that they had taken the

conduct of the Claimant's affiliates into consideration in respect to what wholesale

prices were available to CCT and what they could or not compete againsi'

t82l The Respondent denied that there had in fact been any strict adherence to the

margin squeeze test in any event, as it amounted to n0 more than an economic

rule and not a legal rule. lt did not and could not therefore form the legal basis of

the Decision, indeed the enforcerneni provisions of the Act, by section 75 did. ln

the Respondent's view it was sufficient that CCT was being put under economic

strain by the retail prices set by the Claimant, without more.

tS3l lndeed is it recognized that a parallel issue arose in thepigígglzs matter. ln that

case this Court found that " .,.fhe entirety of what and how the Çlaimant

operated within the jurísdíctíon ol the Britìsh Virgín fslands would heve been

2eDioicel BVI paragraphs 106 to 107
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relevant fo give the back drop. Specifícally wtth the regard fo fñe cosú to fåe

Claimant for call termination on their own nelwork as opposed to fhe cost

far their compefifors for the same seruice. 107 . The tact that the Claimant

was not responsible for the seffing of the retail and whole sale prices çannot

be an answer to the crîticism when it is in reali$ the factual mafríx as fo

what occurrdd. That ís that they benefitted from the whole sale prrces heing

sef by fheiraffÍllafes while their compefífors did not",

I84l This Court finds that the same factual matrix occurred here. The Respondent in

taking an over view of the effects of the anti competitive behaviour soughl to look

at the reality as to how the Claimant was able to offer the retail rates it did at a rate

substantialfy lower than the rates at which CCT was required to purchase.

t85l This Court is therefore not convinced by the arguments for justification by the

Respondent and it holds that the Respondeni acted ultra vires in respect of

utilizing the conduct of the affiliates to shore up their determination as to anti

competitive conduct but like in the Droícel case I do not find that this is sufficient to

warrant the setting aside of the decision,

G round 1 3: Rglevant considerations/inationalitv

t86l The Claimant also challenged the Respondent on the basis that the Respondent

failed to take into account relevant considerations and/or acted irrationally by

failing to consider properly or at all certain elements which they contended were

essential to establish the alleged anti-competitive margin squeeze, those being

market definition, finding of dominance, exclusionary effect of the margin squeeze

and the doctrine of recoupment,
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tBTl lt is important to note that under this ground lhe Claimant refers to two distinct

heads of judicial review: failure to take relevant considerations into account and

irrationali$. While they do often overlap the tests are different.

lESl The general approach of the courts in cases where the decision maker has

adiscretion is to intervene only where the discretion is deemed "Wednesbury

unreason able or i rratianal".

l89l ln the seminal case oÍ Associatai Provincìal PiM
Weinesburu CorporatiantoLord Green MR stated 'A person entrusted with

discrefr'on must,..direct hímself properly ín law. He must call hís own

attention fo ffie maffers which he is bound to consider, He must exclude

from his consideraúion matters whÍch are ínelevant to what he has fo

consider, lf he does not obey those rules, he may truly he said, and ofien is

sai{ fo he acting'unreasonably."

[90] The test for irrationality is notoriously strict as it requires a lapse in the decision

making process and the conclusion reached that is in the realm of the

outrageous3tor something overwhelming.32

t91] The Claimant sought to impugn the Respondent's findings on the basis of :

a) Market definition: The Respondent failed properly or at all to define the

relevant upstream and downstream market(s),The Claimant argued that this

ro ¡9471 2ALL ER 690.
rrCouncil of Civil Service Unioqg v Minister for the Civil Service[19831 UKHL 6 Lord Diplock'.,.a decision

wir¡ch is so oufrageous in its defiance of logíc or of accepted moral standards lltat no senslb/e persan who

has applied his nind to the question to be declded could have anived at it " Page 410G
cz (1986)LawReports, HOL,240,

at 241 the House of Lords held that it required exceptional circumstanæs such as bad faith ot improper

motive.
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was an essential considerat¡on in order to establish margin squeeze.A finding

which needed to be fact specific to the BVI and the case at hand, lnstead the

Respondent relied on the Ofcomdefinition, an adapled UK approach.sgThe

Respondent's main assertion was that a strict market def¡nition was not

necessary to take enforcement action under section 75(1XaX¡ii) of the Act,

However, in relying on the Ofcom definítion they relied on international best

practice. Having done so,,the Respondent thus determined it was sufficient to

define each markel for the termination of calls to LIME networks.

b) Dominance: The Respondent failed to establish market powerlor dominance

on the relevant upstream and downstream marltet(s) on the part of the

relevant persons and or licensees. The Claimant further argued that the

Respondent was obligated to make a finding of dominance which was

essential to establish a proper margin squeeze. The Respondent countered

by arguing that LIME, in its capacity as an international telecommunications

operator already enjoys a monopoly for voice call services. The Respondent

depended on this as 'probat¡ve value" of the Claimants position,l+

c) Exclusionary effecl the Respondent failed to establish that the alleged margin

squeeze was capable of having an exdu$onary effect in the relevant

downstream market(s) to the detriment of CCT. The Respondent also failed to

establish a casual link between the Claimanl's behaviour and lhe potential exit

of the CCT from the market place, The QECD definítion of margin squeeze

required that the integrated provide/s conduct drive out their rival.The

Claimant argued that their conduct coutd not be considered a primary threat to

33 See: Paragraph 28 of the Decision; Ofcom, Wholesale mobile voice callterminalion Ma*et Review,

Volume 2-Main ænsultation, 1 April 2010: Supplement page 5
e+ See: Stagecoach Grqup$lc, V Cjx[pqUltoLQgtrn!,tsion [2010J CAT 14; l4ehon v A¡ÛJetl¡ Zeslanfl [19841

AC 808,
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CCT in this respect, in fact, the conduct of Digicel was a primary cause and

lherefore it was not appropriate for the Respondent to make the finding that it

did. The Respondent in response submitted that there is no way to predict a

competitor's exit from the market. But the Respondent was taking

precautionary steps in an effort to eliminate anti+ompetitive threats to a

vulnerable CCT.

d) Recoupment the Respondent failed to estabtish that the Claimant would have

been successfully able to later recoup the loss caused to it by the alleged

margin squeeze, The Claimant essentially argued that the Respondent should

have taken the US law approach and considered the doctrine of recoupment

whích provides that not only must there be an actual ability io exclude the

competition bui that further that that dominant undertaking would be able to

raise its prices to recoup any losses that may have been suffered during the

price squeeze period, The Respondent determined that this was not relevant

and further that it would limit the Respondent's use of section 75(1)(a)(iii).

lg2l All of the above considerations were previously flagged by the Claimant as

relevant considerations to the Respondent during the period of the investigatory

process.

t93l On the evidence it appears that the Respondent during its deliberations gave

some thought to the considerations presented to them but chose not lhe adopt the

Claimant's approach or simply not to proceed with the consideration on the basis

that they felt that it was not relevant to the section 75(1)(a)(iíi) enforcement

provision and the facts of the case at bar.
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l94l The Respondent is the expert regulator in a specialized area. The Court is not in a

position to question the conectness of the decision on its rnerite. The Court can

look at the slatute and confirm that in applying section Z5(1)(a)(iÍi) lhere was no

requiremenl to make a determination of market definition, dominance,

exclusionary effect or recoupment for the purposes of this section. With regard to

the latter two there is no mention of these considerations in the BVI legíslation at

all.As a matter of fact, recoupment is admittedly as a United States legal concept

which does not automatically apply to the BVl, These are not express

considerations to be taken into account by the Respondent. lf the Respondent so

chooses to take them into consideration there must do so in regard to their

specialized expertise in the sector and within the context of the BVI's regulatory

environment,

tgSl The Court in its supervisory jurisdiction is concemed with whether the decision of

the decision maker fell within "...the range of rdasonable views open to the

decísion mdker..." 35

t96l Counsel for the Claimant respectfully recognized the Respondent as the delegated

regulator and decision maker. ln their submissions they reminded the Court that

while this is the case,decisions of lhe Respondent are nonetheless open to judicial

review. While the Respondent is empowered to take enforcement action in the

public interest it has a duty to take into account relevant considerations,

t97l The Claimant relied on the case of Iesco $fores [imifed v Secreúaru of SfALe.

far the Environment ?nd others,¡o which held that the Court is entitled to decide

what is a relevant consideration is and upon a finding that the decision maker

issecretarv of sJate for E cited wilh approval

by SmalþDavis J in Járed Adams v Commission of Police AXAHCV 2009189 unreported,
-t -"'-"
to¡re95ì 1 wLR 759.
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failed to take a relevant consideration into account may set the decision aside.

The decision maker has the discretion as to how much weight to attribute to the

decision and the Court would nol intervene unless the decision can be said to be

unreasonable in the Wednesbury sense,

tg8] The Claimant also relied on R y Bro?d-qasfrns Comolaínfs Cornm,ssíon ex p

gwens which is authority for the proposition that the decision maker must

properly direct themselves according to law and they must act by reference to

relevant and not irrelevani considerafions,

t99] What is clear from the case law, is lhat the decision maker has an obligation to

take into account relevant matters and to disregard inelevant matters. ln doing so,

his actions must be scrutinized whether they can be considered inalional or nol ,

That is, that the decision is so "oulragêous in its defiance of logic or of

accepted moral sfandards thetno sensiÞle person who has applied his mínd

to the guesfíon would have arrived atlt"38.

11001 Therefore ln carrying out this obligation the decisíon maker is entitled to apportion

the required weight of a matter to this decision making process. As such the

decision rnaker must properly direct himself in the law and must at all times give

effect to the process for which they årê empowered.

t101] lf a decision by the decision maker is impugned, the Court has the authority to

determine what is a relevant consideration. Both the Court and decision maker

must look to the basis that underpins the obligation of the decision maker in any

given situation,

æ¡t985lQB 1153.
3s0ivil Services Union l1985lAC 374 at pages 410411
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t1021 However, this discretion and role of the decision maker is such that the Court

should only intervene in the must obvious and extreme of circumstances.

[103] Additionally the Court is entirely cognizant that this decision maker, the

Respondent in this case, is the expert regulator, the body given the power by the

Legislature to make these kinds of decisions, Therefore it must also be bourne in

mind that the threshold is hÍgh to find that any such decision maker has acted

irrationally. ln ihe case of DigicelUamaicil Ltd v Qffice ol Uülíties

Renulatian,ssMangatal J said succinctly "it ís well known that the threshold îor

irratíonality is guíte high because courfs are not sef up to review the meríts

of the competent authorig's decision,..69.,,it is not the function of the court

in anything other than a clear case to second guess fåeir decisions or to

have their decisions undar a mícroseope"

t1041 ln the instant case, the Respondent was tasked with lhe determination as to the

effect the All Talk plans had on the complainant CCT. ln undertaking that exercise

it was open to the Respondent to consider and thereafrer dismiss or accept lhe

submissions of the Claimant making its case, Thus considerations asset before it

must be left to the decision maker and their decision can only be impugned if " fäe

declsion maker wrongly takes the view thatsorne conside¡afion is irrelevant

and therefore has no regard for ít....he musf þe required to think egaín''4'Û

tl051 There is no evldence before the Court that the decision maker was unreasonable

in his decision making or did not take into account relevant considerations, What

this Court is satisfied of is that it is apparent that the Respondent in their decision

had addressed its mind to the issues raised by the Claimant'but chose not to rely

m 
[2012JJMSC Civ 91

6Tæco Stores op Cit at 704,
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interference of ûre court. lt ls for trat decisíon maker ulfimately a question of the

weight to be ascribed lhereto.

11061 This Court herefore finds that the Respondent did not fail to consider relevant

mattens nor was here any inationality in failing to consider the four grounds upon

which they felt they were aggrieved. This Court is not satisfied that this Decision

was one lhat was not open to the Ræpondent to make.

t104 Concluslon

The Order of the Court is as follows: -

(1) The declaration that the Respondent acted uffra urps the Telecommunications

Act, 2006 (Ihe Acf) in making the decision set out in iß notice dated 1 June 2012

relating to ttre investigalions into the practices of Digiæl( BVI) and LIME (BVl) as

regards calh made from the British Virgin lslands ( the "BVl") to other islands

within lhe Caribbean region (Ihe Decision")is granted;

(2) The order of certiorad quashing the Decision is granted;

(3) Costs are reserved and fterefore the Parties willsubmit witten submissions as to

costs within 21 days of delivery of this judgment.The decision on costs will be

issued lhereafter in writing without further hearing.

I thank Counsel on bolh sides for their very helpful submissions and assistance
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